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Journalists delve into political
coverage issues during the
SGS First Amendment
Forum.

Page 2
Spring ball
SGS football team gears up
for spring practice wiJh high
hopes.

Page 9

Students announce
candidacy for top
leadership posts

SCS American
Indian Center
. director resigns
Staff report
Ben Ramirez-shkwegnaabi, who
has been the director of the SCS
American Indian Center for the past
15 months, has resigned to accept a
position as vice president of training
and associate development at Grand
Casino in Hinckley, Minn.
"My decision is both personal and
professional," he said in a news
release.
In his new position, Ramirezshkwegnaabi will train Indian

managers in such areas as finance,
politics and strategic planning. He

has bachelor and master of arts
degrees in English and American
culture from the University of
Michigan, a master of science in
educational administration from the

University

of

Wisconsin

Madison and a Ph.D. from the
University of Wisconsin -

Madison.
Before coming to SCS, Ramirezshkwegnaabi was director of the
Native American Center at the
University of Wisconsin - Stevens
Point.
"I accomplished a lot while I was
at SCSU," he said. "I laid a solid
foundation. We developed a mission
and set measurable goals and
objectives, and we
worked
collaboratively with tribe.s as well as
with other units on campus."
While at SCS, he developed the
Native American
Managerial
Education concept and taught a
related course.
The move will also put him closer
to his three children in Duluth,
Minn.
Ramirez-shkwegnaabi could not
be reached for comment.

Julia Peterson/Staff photographer

Jeff Orcutt, junior, pushes Mary Santoski, junior, in the wheel
barrow course of the ...Battle of the Hall Stars Saturday at the
National Hockey Center. Orcutt and Santoski were members of
the team from Steams Hall that won the overall competition.

Four Studen(Govemmcnt members announced
their plans of running for president and vice
president for next" year at Thursday's Student
Government meeting.
Sen. Chris Herrmann and Chief Justice Robert
Swanson announced they are running for Student
Government President, while Sen. Robert
Stromberg and John Root, chairman of the
Student Services Committe.e, announced they are
running for vice president.
The Student Government elections will be held
the week of May 6. Two days that week will be
set aside for voting by any student enrolled at
SCS with a GPA of 2.0 or better.
Herrmann said if he is elected he will try to get
ideas from the students and get these ideas
through to Student Government. He .said he
Would push for more lobbying if students decide
they want it, and beautifying the Campus to give
SCS a better image. Herrmann also mentioned
pushing legislators to make SCS a wet campus if
students say they want it.
"If I got elected I'd definitely represent the
students, but even if I don't get elected I'm still
going to push for student's rights," Herrmann
said. "I'm for what students want."
Herrmann said he is for student issues, and will
be living on campus next year so he will be able
to hear what is troubling the students and what
needs to be changed.
"I can't see how the president of Student
Government doesn 't live on campus," Herrmann
said. "If we're going to elect somebody president,
they should be for the students."
Swanson said he would like to increase the
visibility of Student Government within the
communi ty as well as the campus.
"We co.uld do a better job in trying to pull
students in," Swanson said. "People aren't getting
the message."
See Government/Page 8

MnSCU Board of Trustees plans tuition increase for next year
By Lloyd Dalton
Staff writer
The two words tuition
increase are enough to make
any college student shudder. As
the Minnesota State Colleges
and Universities Board of
Trustees prepares to set the
tuition rate increase for next
year, SCS students who have
witnessed slashing budget cuts
are likely to be shuddering a bit
more than most.
The MnSCU board will
announce the 1996-1997 tuition
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increase for Minnesota's public
universities Wednesday, April
17. According to Jack Rhodes,
MnSCU
communications
director, the board has
considered many factors in the
weeks leading up to the
decision.
"The board has been
studying this issue for the past
two months, looking at past
patterns
and
examining
options," Rhodes said. "There
have been meetings and
discussions with the university
presidems and involved student
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associations."
will be set at the same rate for
In the past, the tuition the entire system.
increase was set using the
However, one idea being
recommendations of past considered is allowing each
MnSCU governing boards. This university president to set a
year will mark the first decision one-time investment increase
without
involveITlent
by above the normal increase.
previous boards.
This extra increase would have
The tuition decision this year to be for a specific reason, and
will also differ from past years would be limited to about 5
in other ways. For the 1995- · percent, according to Rhodes.
1996 school year, each
"This is in tune with the stale
university president Was given legislature's attitude toward
the authority to determine more autonomy for individual
tuition for his or her university. universities," Rhodes said. "It
This year, the tuition increase allows each university to
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respond to its own needs and
circumstances.''
The central issue is the
amount of the base tuition rate
increase. According to Rhodes,
the increase is not expected to
be more than 3. single digit.
"A large
increase is
unlikely," Rhodes said. '"If
things go the way they're
leaning now, the result will be a
flat increase of about 4 percent
across the board, with the
option of a one-time extra
increase."
See Tuition/Page 6
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Journalists delve into political coverage issues
by Monica Erion
Staff writer
The significance of the First
Amendment and the responsibility
of journalists to do objective and
honest reporting while covering
politics were among the issues
discussed at the 1996 First
Amendment Forum, "Get a
Shovel:
Mass Media in a
Campaign Year."
The event was held Friday in
the Atwood Little Theatre.
A panel of journalists discussed
their views about political
coverage by the media. "Of
Rumpled Hats and Dirty Linen"
featured discussion by Eric Black,
Star Tribune political reporter and
Pat Kessler, WCCO-TV political
reporter. The panel was moderated
by Mark Mills, SCS mass
communications professor and
fonner TV journali st.
· Pat Kessler, WCCO·TV reporter, listens as
Mills began th e discussion with discussion about covering politics at the First Amendment Forum Friday afternoon
his views on l?()litical coverage. in the Atwood Memorial Little Theatre.
"My observation is that when I
started in this business aJmost 20 personal life. Black agreed there movements to pay more attention ourselves, we have to be hard on
years ago, I found that my was too much coverage. "There is to substance and to increase public politicians, but it•won't work
colleagues and I asked questions a fundamental obligation for involvement, he said. This unless you can get people to pay
that focused on the issues." Mills media covering politics to cover involves asking the public what attention," he said.
Technology, today, enables
said. Today, the trend in political the substance of the campaign and the issues are, rather than the
them to know what viewers are
campaigns is a large horse-race. It to cover people's choices," he politicians.
There are complaints the public watching. ''We know what you
is almost as if the media is playing said.
He spoke of "insiderism" in wants coverage of substantive watch. You're not watching what
into the hands of candidates by
letting them evade the issues by which reporters are divorced from issues, Black said. However, of you say you want to watch,"
asking questions about polls and the public and married to the the seven available broadcasts Kessler said. Viewers bear. as
politicians. "Insiderism" is the during the news hour, reruns of much responsibility as reporters.
their personal life, he said.
'"There's nothing that is more
Black said he does not idea that journalists write what is Home Improvement are the most
necessarily disagree with people's interesting to those who write highly rated. The "Lehrer News effective tpan turning the TV off,
criticism of the media, but political advertisements, rather Hour." which fits the_description if you don't like it," he ·said.
They cover politics in much the
sometimes the criticism is over- than what interests the public. "It of what the people want, is the
simplified and blown up. The is necessary for people covering lowest rated show, he said. It same way as they cover crime,
most common complaint is media politics to keep in mind who they shows what people want to view Kessler said. It is hard to come up
during news coverage time, he with ways Jo cover crime that are
are a horse race with too much are reporting to," he said.
There are various reform said. "We have to be hard on meaningful, he said. "We cover
coverage of polls, strategies and
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politics the same way we did 10
years ago. We're groping with
new ways to do it," he said.
Black proposed a way the
media could make politicians talk
about the issues. They came up
with the idea of allowing
candidates to have five minute
slots on television loward the end
of election time. The candidates
would not be allowed special
effects, and there would be no
journalists present to ask
questions. The proposal might
force candidates to discuss
substantive issues, Black said.
In reference to journalists doing
a scandalous story for a reward, it
is sometimes hard for journalists
to keep things in perspective,
because they get very excited
when they get a big break. "I
wouldn't say we look for it, but
we eagerly accept it when it
comes to us," Kessler sa!d.
TI)e panel discussion was
preceded by a keynote address by
Beverly Kees co-author of
"Nothing . Sacred: Journalism,
Politics and Public Trust in a TellAll Age." She is the editor in
residence at The Freedom Forum
Pacific Coast Center in Oakland,
Calif.
Her book focuses on ~the ,
division between the pubiiC ; and
the coalition of politicians and
journalists, rather than on the
division between journaJists and
politicians.
The presentation was followed
by a reception for Kees ai· the
Newman Center Terrace. The First
Amendment
Forum
was
sponsored
by
the
mass
communications department and
student media organizations.

MAVAW works to increase awareness of violence against women
by Lisa Atkinson

but has strong connections between it
and other equality groups on campus
such as WEG and CAASA. The
The fight does not belong to women Women's Center clearly supports their
alone. Some men have stepped into the • work, she said.
ring.
·
It is often difficult to get men to
Men Against Violence Against come together on these issues, Jane
Women, a student-Initiated group made Olsen said. It is positive for mtn on
up of about 15 men and women, is campus to see others interested in
dCsigned to bring awareness and equality issues and visible in leadership
visibility of violence against woIIlen to roles, she said. "We arc glad lhe group
the campus and the St. Cloud is alive and well," Olsen said .
community, said junior Kyle Olsen,
MAVAW has also discussed !.olo
MAVAW member. MAVAW works as a projects. However, they have been
women's support group for Campus hindered by a structural change within
Advocates Against Sexual Assault, the organization. A male awareness
Women's Equality Group and others, week may be held some time next year.
but the group also creates its own The week would address gender
activities.
violence as a predominantly male
MAVAW has close ties and tries to problem, Kyle Olsen said. "It's good to
maintain good rapport with the SCS be knowledgeable of the facts. One in
Women's Center and Sexual Assault three women will be sexually assaulted
Service{, Olsen said. It was begun three in their lifetime, but you never hear one
years ago by Brad Roberts and Fareed · in four men are rapists. We are trying to
Guyot. MAVAW's involvement with bring some of thos; facts out into the
various events depends on whether they tight," he said.
·
are events within the group itself or an
MAVAW has spent fall and winter
activity around campus. MA.YAW quarter re-creating its syster.n. · The
helped
during
Sexual
Assault system was designed tQ counter typical
Awareness Week at the request of patriarchal culture but has created a
CAASA and was also the leading co- typical patriarchal hierarchy, Kyle
sponsor
of
Katie
Koestner's Olsen said. Various chairp-ian positions
presentation, Olsen said.
have been dissolved, and a new system
Jane Olsen, director of the SCS has been es.tablished. Two people, male
Women's Center, said the center does and female, act as co-facilitators and
not work directly with MAVAW itself, run the meetings. Outside of me"etings,
Staff writer

" I think violence needs to be taken into
perspective and taken in context."
-Kyle Olsen
junior, MAVAW member
no member has any more power over things he had previously been
anyone else. This is to promote a unfamiliar with, and he took another
comfortable atmosphere, he said. "We class concerned with women in history.
have tried to create an environment
"Suddenly it occurred to me, 'Wow,
where people are open to talk.".
there are a Jot of things that have been
MAVAW meetings provide an really left out that never occurred to me
environment where members can before,"' Kyle Olsen said. "When I
.discuss things that ,are bothering them, · came to SCS, that interest in me was
Kyle Olsen said. One man Opened a still sparked, and I wanted to learn ·
magazine, and an order form for more. I wanted to start doing things
magazines fell out. Playboy and actively," he said. After attending
Penthouse were included on the list. Brenda Dilly's pornography slide show
The man was offended by it and last winter, Olsen became involved in
brought it to MAVAW. He and other WEG and MAVAW, he said.
"I think violence needs to be titken
members of the group wrote 'Playboy
exploits women' on the subscription into perspective and taken in context,"
forms and mailed them back to the Kyle Olsen said. One reason he deals
company to convey a message, Kyle with violence against women in
OI"°sen said.
particular is because there is a
Kyle Olsen has been interested in particular pattern. "We can trace how it
women's issues for some time, he said. relates to cultural values and
His mother's pro-women attitude was socialization processes, things that we
always visible to him, although she learn, things that · we're taught. These
never forced any attitudes on him, he things can lead up to a real callousness
said. While at Bemidji State University, in ourselves," Kyle Olsen said.
a female friend of Olsen's dared him to
take a women's studies course. Kyle
Olsen became acquainted with many
See MAVAW/Page 6
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Deadline for dropping
.classes tonight
The deadline for drOpping spring quarter classes is
: tonigbl

Stuilents must 'use a l~uchtone telephoti,i to drojr classes

by 7:50 p.m. tonight. ~tudent& ~hould have thfill class
schedul~ list~ a~ the end of~ tails to MSiire ~courses
We[<tl!C/tlallydrojrped.
'
•

Seminar on networking
tomorrow in Atwood
~ r Services will be presen,ting a seminar, •Getting
You C9nnected, Networking Strategies,• ;l,4 p.m, April
:11, il! Atwood;$outh Voiageurs. R'oom.
The seminat will show students hCM; to access the
rudd~ job market and Improve .their networking skills.

t~i:t• infl'PfO\li~ic~qntact:f:jll Shepperd, AS:101, _at.

25

SCS students.,awarded
•Alowick scholarships
Five students: from ~e falt/w~ter ~wick, Ehg1and
study &a~road, t>¥ogram, are retjpients o! the Alnwick

Distrl<;t q,unciC$d,o~p.
·.
·
FCYUt SCS students,participating in. the program
, ~Yed4ticlwlP.t$hips,. Tii;nmy_ ~ecker, freshman; Ryan
MO>lef; sopMJMre; wtbdy W!'llbom. :'l'Phomoie; '1l!d
Steven Beyer, rophomore.
SCS: has study abroa~ progr~ms in Ensland, France,

l1niversity CIIRO'.'/ICLE

SCS offers pre-mortuary program
by Jeff Mansager
Assistant news editor

For students pursuing a career
in mortuary science, SCS offers
an opportunity for them to begin
their program here before
transferring to the University of
Minnesota - 1\vin Cities which
has a mortuary science major.
SCS's pre-mortuary program
is in affiliation with the U of M.
Students will complete two
years of classes here and transfer
to the U of M. Credits taken here
apply toward the bachelor of
science degree in mortuary
science.
Tim Schuh, assistant professor
of biology and adviser for the
pre-mortuary program, said
there are three students admitted
to the program at the present
time, and typically there are
between two and five students in
the program every year.
The pre-mortuary science
program typically consists of
students
taking
general
education classes along with a
few science classes, Schuh said.
"Here they don't have to

a,t,

For more inJormatlbf)., contact the SCS Center for
,Jntemational Studies at is.5-4287.
I

The Coll~ of St. ~edict aii.d St. Jd.hn's University
a~e p~~tin:g two W~~er •~~~~~r:s\ at~ a:m,
and 3 p.m. on Saturda)' at the Benedicta· Arts C~i,,r as
pait 6f the retional qqnferenc;~ titled,; ''Womtn and
Work.''"
·

n.iconre~ incluiles the world jlll,m~oi~
written by·f:~

Willings," an 18th century col'.IU!dy
Burm;y,..as w~I. as otl;l
works: _
Katherine Rogers,
Univ~sity B~ookly

· Obstarles: Fr.inees
Playwright" at 10 a.
Kr~~tina Straub,

,:;,ro!~l• .~<lion u

presen,t •sea Cap ta·
.~der in Burney'•'

·™:~

:~ion,~ct

Corr,ctiot111
'6 University ~onicle

will correct all errors occurring in its

: :new~ ~r;tkJ.es,µ~ fuld:~ probl~ with~ ~tory _,..;~ ~rrqt,
of fact or point ·_requiring clarification ....... :plea~ call '320)
255-4086.

and human anatomy. ·
Hitchcock, 31. said he was not
sure after high school what
exactly what career he wanted.
He said he took some time off
from school and decided the premortuary science program
would be of interest to him.
"I've always felt that I wanted
to help people in some way,"
Hitchcock said.
This program will give him
the opportunity to help people
by being a grief counselor, he
said. His goal would be to own
his own funeral home, he said.
Hitchcock, who lives in Cold
Spring, said the SCS program
gives him the opportunity to live
at home, save money and be able
to live in a smaller community
for the first two years of the
program.
The mortuary science field is
not too crowded and there are
many jobs available in the field,
Schuh said.
"Most of them come in
knowing somebody in the
profession well in advance of
coming here," Schuh said.

"Race Ready ilale"

~ y , CostaRica,Japru, and<;:!una. . :

Speakers to present
Burney's works

select a major, they just define
themselves as pre-mortuary
science," Schuh said. "They
could choose to go in a major.
Some have chosen to start a
course in biology, but with the
intention of moving on in two
years." ·
SCS will get students
contacted with the U of M early
in the program, Schuh said. The
students usually will complete
their general education courses
here and get into a specialized
program after the transfer, he
said.
"It's really a combination of a
few specialized coui:ses that are
not necessary for pre-mortuary
science but are for the general
population and biology majors,"
Schuh said. "A lot of the
students do like to take
additional training in certain
area.
Some students might take
specialized classes in death and
dying, business and marketing,
or psychology, Schuh said.
Paul Hitchcock, a junior who
is in his last year in the program,
said he in focusing on biology
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Editorial
HIV bill vetoed

Govenor Carlson need_
s
to take a further look
Gov. Arne Carlson recently vetoed a bill whi<;h
would have given HIV-infected people the right to
bring lawsuit against companies whose blood
products were the source of their infection.
Shame on you. Amie.
Carlson decided to veto the bill beCause it would
single out one segment of the medical industry, and
give the opportunity to nonresidents who would
pursue lawsuits in Minnesota.
To remedy this, the bill should be aimed at those
who actually ·received the transfusion or blood
products in Minnesota. A simple clause added to the
bill would negate Carlson's argument.
What about the victims who contracted HIV?
The excuse given by Carlson of not passing the
bill is minor and should not shun the victims whcr
should have the right to sue for damages.
Hemophiliacs who were infected with HIV
should have the right to sue the makers of infected
blood for tw~ very important reasons.
First. the suppliers of the blood for transfusions
-were obligated to screen the blood supply and give a
safe product that would save, not harm the patient.
Suppliers of any given or sold product which is
defective or harmful can expect a reaction from the
consumer in any other instance. Bringing the matter
to court is one type of reaction which can be used.
Second, the compen~ation for medical costs. In
this day and age, it is hard enough for a healthy
person to get medical coverage. let alone a person
who is infected with a deadly virus.
Carlson's veto of this bill shows he needs to take a
look at the lives ofpe~ple who were injured by
products that were supposed to be safe and save
lives.
Bad Amie.

Spring brings exer(?ise ecstasy
Sarah Tieck, Opinions editor
The beginning of spring
always inspires me to start fresh.
It is as if I am reassured and
prodded to action by the gentle
.breezes caressing my body, the
welcoming sunshine lighting my
days and the nostalgic scents of
barbeques and rain filling the air.
The first warm day lures me
outdoors, and I am off tO achieve
the lofty goals I've set to
compl~te before summer dawns.
This spring I've decided to get
intosha~.
Swimsuit and vacation season
is approaching, and like many
women, I've·decided this is to be
the year I transform myself into
a beach blanket beauty.
Sticking ·with a diet and
exercise regimen is easier
planned than executed.

---__
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achieving my goal.

At the first hint of the return
of nice weather, like-many
students, I hurriedly pulled out
my exercise videos - the
original killer, BunsofSteel,
and select editions of the 2000
series. I was even inspired to
buy a new video: "The Grind
Workout " which promises to
guide exercisers through a
routine that helps them "bump
andgrind''theirwaytoanew,fit
form.
ForthC last couple weeks of
March, I did the•exercise videos
religiously.However.the

" My hunger for dinner had
been replaced by an insatiable
hunger to exercise."
enllcmg warm rur dniung
through the patio door into my
dorm room! combined with the
1,1ntiilleiy death of my faithful
VCR sent me racing outdoors
into the well of spring activities
to find a new regimen in order to
keep my dream alive.
My prayers were answered
and my hopes were restored
when my neighbor asked me if I
would like to join her for a daily
jog. I excitedly accepted and
away I went again, chasing my
spring dream.
The first run with my new
partner was exhilarating. I
returned slightly winded, my
unaccustomed legs aching from
the intense workout.
InStantly, I knew running was
something I could stick with. My
hunger for dinner had been
replaced by an insatiable hunger
to exercise.
My neighbor and I explored
neighborhoods, ran through
parks, ventured over bridges and
traversed downtown on our daily
jogs .
In between sore leg stretches
anO healthy gasps for air, we
talked, debated and shared the
issues, problems and joys of our ·
lives.

For {he llrsi time m my hie, I ,
was enjoying the sport of
running and staying true to my
fitness goals.
However, my new spring
hobby was becoming more and
more painful. Al.though was
enjoying the daily runs, and my
lungs were adjusting to the
exertion, my legs hurt more and
more during each run.
I decided to go to Health
Services. The doctor explajned I
had developed shinsplints and
told me I needed to quit running.
My spring goal crashed to the
floor with his words.
I picked up the remnants of
my dream and exited Health
Services, still determined to
achieve my spring dream no
matter what.
A solution was born hours
later when my parents called to
tell me they would be coming
for a weekend visit.
I enlisted my dad to bring my
bike. My temporary exercise
obstacle was conquered: my legs
would have time to recover, and
I could do some cross-training.
Still, the ~nstant those
dastardly shinsplints are gone, I
will be outside luxuriating in the
feel of my new running shoes!

I
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OPINIONS
Corpo,:ate Americ~
overpowers American
workers and consumers
'llle U.S. is.rapl<lly<fwindlillt:inl<> a,
eo,Jlomte-controlled cesspool. As federal
legislators bicker with the president over
budget considerali6ns, government workers
{)Vii</ usually enjoy a rather lugb )kgree of
)ob:secw;ty) aio fl!Cing the sruill.]llight to
which the worlcil)g class is aUtOO
accustQmCd. The U.S. war againSt the poor
is becoming a war against an)'one who

1

doe$ not fit into the corporate eli~ class.
Cdtp.Orate infiltration into the f<)Utical
arena is rotting out any shred of the
democratic narure which the federal
goveroo,ent claimuo possess. and is
~ erQding the.status of American
WQrkers. Perhaps Jl\ther than ~ting of'
the ..land of oppottUnity," die.-bard patriots amtcapitalists should
consider the fact that the U.S. may also boast of the largest rich/poor
disparity of the entire Economic North.
·
richest IO;~ent of theAinerican population ow,, 72 percent
O!
nauon•s -....Ith. Fiftten
Of the Jllipulatlon ll~below the
()fficiaJ poverty line, One in ft:>ut'chiklren boql in the US. are_bom illto
po~y. The U.S; is the workl'&onty industriaJiied nation witb<>ot a
~ a l health
plan. The ~ t minimum wage salary_~ a fuU~ _American_ M!lj.er wih le~ a _family Of ll>tll<, almost.!liW/ below
tbe.·poveny tine ~J\n<!nejewsld.:Julie, ed. "Oppl'.CSSion and tbtial
.lustiee: Critical~orb,ASthedltion), .
.
The plight of the American WQrlang class~ be attributed to two

:'lbe
ill&

peroent

care

~y~-OfAmericalt$0Cioty:corp,!I>le
inli!tl,sts andcapbllsm itself, 'lllelll()lley i_ntere$lSQf the ~ t e
elu4 ... prot;ctetl by Ille fedeia1 jjOVent,nent, tlected officW, rely
heavily on corporate financial $UppOrt for their ow,, campaign,.
Certainly one cannot expect working: class support from the cotp()rate
world. which is Cf~cemed only wilh keeping ~uctioo ~tures:
low .and profits blgli. _'llle corp!>rate elite will ill> to any length to.
eij,toit WOfkers:i~_-Ol'der to ach~e these goals: _Worker righis1 then.
one would s ~ . ought to be protected by governmental regulation.
The American federal govemlllfflt has, unfortunately, become tQ the

as

bourgeois ·corpor~e elite a partner rather than .a regulator.
f~e for examgl~ the recent ~~- Of ~e ~ a l Agre¢lttent on

may

Thriff and Tradi>(OATf). Under tlle•tenns of ClATT. a tribunal
be
established to consider whether certain laws (pertaining to worker and
environmental safety, child labor, etc.) may be @nsidered ''trade
barriers," or impediments to freeAtade. U a laW ls determined -tO be a
trade barrier, it m~ be waived.1'be ramifteatiQU$ of this ®Vipp~ly
carporate~friendlfand anti~labor'."agreement.. include the maildAted
exploitation of both American wOfkers and workers of the Economic
South, whose rights to safety and just compensatiOn are stripped. The
paslage of OA'IT ~ scot a messaie lO both corporate and wor~g
~~rica: the Ainerican fedetal:gcyernment is ~ a t e
anti~

'and.

lal>or.

ti

One may wonder why the American public (the majority of Which is
working class) has not responded with anger to such a policy. The fact
that:American 1J1C11ia is largely ;qwned by giant'.fl'lulti-national v
.torpprations w~do not want such facts 'disc~~ may ~ ®~on.
~e ienns and passage of QAtt "received a ridiCulousty $mall llmount
of coverage frotn major media. Another reason: may be the fact thai
the,u.s. is marred_in a tailspin of a two-party sy~. which
accomplisbes •eri: little in Ille. way of palpal)le; lqOial change Pr just
Altolher may bi>.the. barrage l,t lil!nt•wing rlie\brii:,

-•••talion.

which blames !doesn't an)'QllC .remelllber Hitleil, inunigrant$ 1llld
single mother$ for the nation's eeQnomic woes. No one in lhi$ country
works harder than single, working.class mothets:.
There are sim .Of hope. 'l1lj!jl parties/<lem91'!"lic soclali$l panics in
nilllons Uke CaM<la t,ave oflerell lallor-supporllN•:pol,cy and t,a._,, even
wo, some electrons; Tot l)e1Jl()CfaUC Socialisief of America ~
organizing on the SCS campu$. Hopefully, American citi:rens can
work the Cold W~ poison out of themselves and realize that
aen,ocraue socialist parties areW,synonymo~ _with repressive,
totalitarian govemlhent regimes, but are sup()!)rt~rs of labQr and
egalitarian group fetations.
after such a realization may an
envirOn{]lent conducive to fundamental social change and to the
reasserting of the nobility of the working class, be achieved.

0n1Y

SCS stud~nt's response to
Clothesline Project reactions·
It is not a secret that most sexual assaults
and rapes are committed by members of the
male gender. However, one cannot conclude
that the majority or all men ·are therefore
rapists, nor can it be assumed that a victim of
this t)'pe of crime, despite lacking adequate
power to prevent it, can therefore no longer
possess power.
· For example, Neaton said in the April 9
edition of University Chronicle the above
victims were provided "a chance to express
their feelings and take back a little bit of the
control that was taken from them."
This would be an act or display of po~er, a
deserved power that should be used tactfully
and responsibly as should any power, physical
or emotional.
Despite the imbalance of power in society,
there are many men who are caring, sensitive

and empathetic to women; moreso to those
victims of sexual abuse. Rather than
alienating these men through generalizations
like "men suck," combatants of crimes that
are sexual in nature might find that their
power serves them better by searching for
ways to embrace the above men. Encourage
the inclusion and participation of these men
against the struggle.
Members of this fight must certainly realize
that strength is both passion and numbers.
Hopefully they also see they control the
limitations on their power.

Tom Maas
sophomore
mass communications

Volunteer ·unk coordinator
commends SCS volunteers
National Youth Service
positive role models for youth of our more than. 1,500 SCS
Appreciation Day, part of
through such programs as Big student volunteers.
National Volunteer Week,
Brothers/ Big Sisters, Girl
With all we hear about the
begins April 23.
Scouts and Boy Scouts, Boys
SCS party-school image, and
and Girls Clubs, St. Cloud
especially at a time' when we
I urge all members of our
Children's Home and various
are looking toward a new
SCS community to salute the
students who have
other agencies that serve atimage to attract students, we
volunteered their time and
risk youth; their compassion
should consider the
significant impact of these
energy to enhance the quality and respect for the elderly
of life for others tl\is past ·
through active service at area
little-known statistics and
year.
take the time today and in the
senior centers and programs
L8St )'ear at this same time, such as Project Care; their
future to salute these students
who take their civic
I eagerly reported that student concern for our environment
volunteerism at SCS had
through programs such as
responsibility to the level of
risen from 200 to 875
Adopt•A•Block, Adopt-Aaction.
students registered with
River and at the Heritage
I encourage every
Volunteer Link. Today, this
Park Nature Center; their
administrator, faculty and
number has nearly doubled to understanding of the
staff member to ask students
1,550 students performing
challenges facing pt::.ople wiih in your areas if they
more than 25,000 hours Of
disabilities through their
volunteer, and thank them for
community service. Presently, efforts with Project Astride,
their efforts. With all the
there are 30 student
Special Olympics, and as
reasons in today's hectic
organizations incorporating
notetak:ers for SCS Student
world not to volunteer, these
community service into their
Disability Services; their
1,500 students are making the
programming on a regular
willingness to spend time and time to make a difference.
basis. When you think of
energy with those less
To all the student
these numbers, it is
fortunate by aSsisting With
volunteers on our campus, I
overwhelming the impact it
meals and daily needs at
salute you.
makes on our community.
shelters and human needs
This volunteer effort reaches
service agencies.
far and wide throughout our
These are but a few
Maribeth Overland
campus and Central
· examples of the more than 36
Swalley
Minnesota.
agencies and thousands of
Volunteer Link
SCS Students are sharing:
people who have been the
coordinator
their ability to serve as
recipients of the servant spirit
0

_A_HAVE AN. Op~ION1
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MAVAW: from P a g e 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - Kyle Olsen said he feels very strongly about react any other way. "Let's just say we paned
violence. "I don't like violence, period."
rooms at that point," he said.
Support of women's issues is not always a
However, not everyone gives Kyle Olsen a
popular position. While protesting at the adult hard time. "There are a number of people who
bookstore.in St. Cloud, men and women showed are really very appreciative of what I do,
their disagreement in several ways. "We have particularly a lot of women who have ceased
had everything from people spit at us. We've feeling comfonable around men," he said.
seen plenty of bare asses. We've had people
It is difficult to take these stances, Kyle
drive by and thiow things at us. We've seen all Olsen said. "When I first started taking the
the gestures in the world - from the middle stances, I lost a lot of frie_nds, but I also gained
finger to somebody simulating like they're a lot of new friends, too."
masturbating," Kyle Olsen said.
Kyle Olsen shared his own message about
Senior Sarah Cimpennan has gotten some .. sexual violence against women. Men should
backlash for bumper stickers on her car or analyze themselves a possible part of the
buttons that she wears, she said. "It usually is problem instead of blaming it on something
not angry," she said.
outside themSelves, he said. "Rilpe necessarily·
However, incidents at the adult bookstore wouldn't be a problem if men stopped it," he
were quite different, Cimpennan said. While said. A woman once told Olsen, "Stopping rape
she was writing down license plate numbers, a is men's work." Olsen also noted something
man asked her what she was doing. She Katie Koestner said in her presentation April 3""
explained what she was doing was legal, and he in Kimberly A. Ritsche Auditorium. She said
became fearful she was going to publish the one man could get up on stage and say rape is
license plate number, she said. "He Was yellirig wrong and men should stop doing it, and it
and screaming at me, and finally he said he would have the same effect as her saying it 100
would leave and not even go into the bookstore t,imes.
if I promised not to put his license plate number
Kyle Olsen addressed a second issue. "Men
in the paper," Cimpennan said.
need to pay attention to the fact that they have
People also yell obscenities and drive by two ears and one mouth," he said. "Maybe they
holding pornography up to the window, she should listen a little more than they speak. Men
said. "One time, someone almost tried to run me have a general frequency to speak so much that
over," Cimpennan said. "They were trying to they stop listening to everything from women's
scare me and make me thin1c they were going to tears to their screams to their whispers."
run me over."
This is a significant downfall of this culture,
Other incidents Kyle Olsen°encountered were because men are taught they do not have to
not quite as brief. He said he was discussing listen, Kyle Olsen said. "When a woman
pornography at a party, and a Marine screams, that scream is very real, and when a
persistently ridiculed Olsen for his opinion. women cries, the tears are very real, and we
Kyle Olsen told him he would not expect him to shouldn't pass them off as being less than that."

Tuition: fromPage>-----How the increase will affect enrollment at SCS is difficult
to predict, according to Frank Loncorich, director of
financial aid at SCS. This is a result of not knowing how
other universities, such as the University of Minnesota Twin Cities, will be affected and whal their response will be
to the increase. he said.
Right now, tuition at SCS is $49.50 per credit. A 5- percent
increase would mean credits would cost about $52. A student
taking a 16-credit course load for three quarters would pay an
extra $119 for the year.
Activity fees, which are separate from tuition, are
determined by the SCS allocation task force and student
government. Loncorich said. Currently, activity fees are
$9.66 for 12 Credits, and $1.15 for each credit beyond that.
''With the reorganization of MnS<W. it's hard to tell just
what the effects will be and what the increase will be,"
Loncorich said. ',' We1 II find out next week."

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Efficiencies with private baths
2 bdrm cable paid

3 bdrm FREE parking
4 bdrm with 2 full baths cable and

heat paid garages
4 bdrm split level townhouses with 2
full baths

1$

4 bdrm FREE parking

$

Summer rates starting at $99 per person

CALL ~~> 253-1154
ONE CALL RENTS IT ALL!

They say ··leadit follow
or get out of the waY. ~~
APPLICATIONS FOR 1996-97
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS ARE
AVAILABLE No·w IN ATWOOD 116
Positions Available:
President
Vice President
13 At-Large Senators
Deadline: 4P.m .. APril 29 in Atwood

APPLY NOW

PAID FOR BY YOUR STUDENT
AC TIVITY FEE DOL LARS
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Women engineers share career experience with local girls ·
Presenters
promote interest
through hands-on
experience
by Dana Niebert
Staff writer

The Society for Women
Engineers hosted its seventh
annual conference for young
women last Sunday in the
Engineering and Computing
Center at SCS.
The conference is usually
open only to seventh and eighth
grade girls, but this year
exceptions were made for one
sixth grader and a few ninth
graders. The girls came from
St. Cloud and surrounding
areas.
Danielle Mathison, SCS
seniorandmemberoftheSWE,
said this year 60 gifls signed Up,
a considerable increase from
the 23 oflast year's conference.
She said the SWE is trying to
expand the area to get more
girls involved in the program.
"[The SWEJ is a society to
encourage women to stay in the
field [of math and science],"
Mathison said.
V},e conference is held on
campus. Junior high girls are
invited to attend various
workshops related to the math
and science fields. According to
a flier handed out at the
conference, the girls may talce
apan. computer parts or build
plastic molecules, but the goal

•

Julia Peterson/Staff photographer

Annette Schoenberger, associate professor of computer science, and girls from
Cathedral High School tear through the innards of a computer Saturday in the ECC.
is to keep them interested in engineer at 3M, spoke to the
Thill said flexibility is
what is usually considered a group about the application of important in a job, because
career for men.
math and science in many sometimes, life r~quires a
Another of the conference's different careers. They spoke change.
goals is to make young women about what to consider when
"In engineering, there are so
aware of career opportunities choosing a career.
many different types of jobs
for women in those fields. Tw0
Salary,
challenge
and you can have, it's a nice ~areer
female engineers spoke at the responsibility were among the that can be flexible depending
conference
a:bout
these points to be considered. Trahan on what is going on in your
opportunities.
said it was important to think life,"Thill said.
Susan Trahan , a project about all aspects to ensure
Careers do not just rely on
engineer at SCIMED, and happiness with a particular what is learned in school, she
said. Some things are invented
Charlene Thill, a senior career.

because of a person's outside
interests, Thill said. One
example she gave was Po~t-It
Notes, which were invented by
a man who wanted to keep his
place in his hymnal without his
page markers falling out.
"What is more important
[than having the highest test
scores] is: you hav.e some
creativity, you haye some
confidence, and you have the
determination to really seek out
and get what you are 'going
after," she said.
A career can help to expand
your world, Trahan said. She
stressed the importance of
learning outside of the
classroom and after leaving it.
"Education is sort of a lifelong learning experience. Just
because you are finished with
high school or finished with
college, doesn't mean you are
done yet," :rrahan said.
As part of her job, Trahan
sometimes has to travel
internationally. Occasionally
she has to learn a few phrases
of the language, and she said
this has really helped to expand
her knowledge by letting her
sec different cultures and live
within them.
Both Trahan and Thill
contended that math and
science careers are viable
options for young women, and
if not considering engineering
careers, both math and science
are important aspects of many
careers.

Graduate student tests oxygen consumption of student athletes
ey·l.lQyd

Dalton

s<aff writer

Student athletes are encouraged to volunteer for
experiments being conducted through the SCS
athletics department.
·
According to Janice.Engebretson, an SCS graduate
student in the field of exercise science, these
experiments are designed to test the accuracy of the
new VO2, or oxygen consumption measurement,
equipment purchased by the university last fall.
The new computer system is similar to those used
in exercise science labs, as well as clinics for cardiac
and pulmonary patients. It is much less timeconsuming than SCS's old system, which involves
collecting the air an athlete exhales into a bag, and
then using a CO2 analyzer and an oxygen analyzer to
examine the composition of the exhaled air.
_The experiments have been going on throughout
March. According to Engebretson, the experiment
was in the planning stages for several mo'nths prior to
that.
The purpose of the project is to check the precision ·
of the computerized system against the results
obtained by the old system.
"We want to make sure we're getting the right
numbers," Engebretson said.
In the Cxperiments, endurance athletes are put
through a routine on a stationary cycle with the
resistance gradually increased until the subject can no
longer continue.
·
Response to the call for volunteers has been good,
but more volunteers are always needed. According to
Engebretson, the experiment is a good opportunity for
athletes to find out their endurance capacity.
"Lots of athletes are interested in knowing their
maximum VO2," she said.
Mark Blegen, ·graduate student, said the VO2 test
helps athletes gauge their level of fitness.

Paul Middlestaedt/Photo editor

Janice Engebretson, graduate student, works on a test as Joe Vardas, graduate st4dent, peddles
a stationary bicycle in Halenbeck Hall.
"If they are wanting to be top-athletes, a true V02 long-distance runners. The experiments will be
can be a measure of performance," he said. "The conducted for about two more weeks before the study
higher the V02 the better."
is complete.
Blegen said he has done two tests in one day, and
A test should run 10 minutes or less, until the
subject is exhausted, Blegen said. Stationary bicycles, participants recover quickly. "Recovery time isn't too
bad,
it's only a IO-minute test."
tread~ills or other endurance fitness machines could
Students interes'ted in participating in the
be used.
Engebretson said she is looking for more athletes experiments can contact Engebretson at 255-2373.
with higher endurance levels, such as cyclists and
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Government: fromPage1--Student Government has to do a better job of marketing itself
within the campus to get more students involved with it, he said.
This could be done with forums for the students and other
advertising.
Swanson also said he would like to beautify the campus, take
a closer look into how Student Government recognizes
organi~tions and improve the Minnesota State Colleges and
Universities Associaiion by increasing lobbying and increase
student interest.
"I believe I have the experience and leadership skills
necessary to run," Swanson said.
·
Stromberg's goals for vice president are for the students to get
more students involved in the issues of the university, he said.
Stromberg would like to strengthen the Greek system and
support cultural- diversity among the student organizations, he
said.
Stromberg also would want to increase the visibility of
Student Government among the students, and have students
more involved in the university as a whole.
"I'd like to see more student involvement," Stromberg s.aid.
"I'd like to see some of the people who live in the dorms get a
little more motivated and have a better effect ori the campus."
Root also would like to see the students become more
involved within the university.
Students Government has to use more outlets, such as the
media to get students to become interested in Student
Government and other issues.
"I think Student G6vernment can go out and spread the word,"
Root said. "We need more public relations things."
In other news, Jacqueline Sene, who has been serving as
Academic Affairs Committee chairperson, was officially elected
as a senator. Members voted to pass a motion to direct the
Finance Committee to allocate $1400 out of free balance to help
pay for interpreters for hearing-impaired ftudents in
organizations.

CHRONICLE TIP LINE:

255-4086

UNDER NEW
@l!l}[l}flf;J3(]){§J)q ~
900 7th Ave. S., St. Cloud 1j
711 8th Ave. S., St. Cloud ,'•
1120 9th Ave. s.; St. Cloud •,'

FOR 'DETAILS ~
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.•

EX~IiL Property MfPill. Inc.
.

.
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~

Formerly at the
Rising Phoenix

We Have Everyone's
Housing Needs
• 8 close to campus IQcations

JEFF's
TOTAL BODY
.PIERCING
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: TV & phone jacks in_all bdrms.
large bathrooms
• laundry facilities

~~,-1~~\;
s-,.,,11,{~

F~~;;~39
Summer $99-$115

g,c,

Abo available-

1967

• parking, carports, garages
Stud.lo apt,.,
~ dishw3Shers, microwaves, & more!
·

PROFESSIONAL
MASTER PIERCER· JEFF
60 MAIN ST. E., RICE, MN 56367
t 4mi north of St. Cloud on West
US 10 tum left ~t flashing light
4 blocks on left
For Appointment or Consuftatfon
Calf (320)393-2654

Southview Apts.
523 S. I 2th St.
University Apts.
339 S. Sixth Ave

College View Apts.
1450 S. Fifth Ave.

Metroview Apts.
310 S. Eighth Ave.

Univ. North Apts.
327 S. Seventh Ave.

-Utilities Paid, Air Conditioning,"'Microwave, Dishwasherfor more i ormation call::t · · ·

RIVEilSIDE
Real Estate Prop. Inc.
229 Fifth Ave. S. St. Cloud
-Next to Coboms
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SCS football springs into practice with high hopes
Ma rtin has Har/on Hill in sight, DesRoches returns from injury
by Kerry Collins
Sports editor

"We lost three people up there and
Dahlstrom was a big time player," coach

Martin said. 'There is no q4es1ion that
With a Harlon Hill Award candidate the younger guys are really coming on
on the offense, and a returning defensive strong. In order for us to move the
threat, the Husky football squad's 15 football, th_ey will have to step up."
days of spring practice may provide a
Randy Martin said fle likes what he
promising autumn.
sees from the younger offensive line
Junior linebacker John DesROChes sat prospects, and their quickness will help
out most of last season with a knee injury them adjust to the NCC .
.and is looking forward to returning for
"We've got a bunch of young guys to
the 1996 season.
put up there," Randy said. "A lot of them
"I'm really happy to be back. I missed are quick and we've got a Jot to pick
it so much last year," DcsRoches said . from."
. "(The knee) feels good and I don't really
The defense also took a hit from
have a problem with it."
graduation, losing such stalwarts as
DesRoches hurt his knee in the second linebacker Steve Walters and safetx Joe
game of the season last year, and, Gureno. DesRoches said some players
besides the brace, one can not tell he's w ill have to step up to provide defensive
missed a step, although he has shift~d support, and the older players will have
from the weak-side to the strong-side to lead the way.
linebacker.
"It all depends on how our first year
"I've had (the brace) on all winter and players respond. It hurts losing guys like
really can't tell it's there," DesRoches (Walters and Gureno), but that's where
said. "I've switched to a different ·we have to hope younger guys step in,"
position and I'm more worried about DesROChes said. "I'm just trying to
getting used to that than anything."
provide some leadership."
Senior runningback Randy Manin
Senior quarterback Todd Bouman and
finished last season as a finalist for the sohomore wide receiver Mike McKinney
Hill Award (the Heisman Trophy of will also feturn for the Huskies on
Division If football), the only offense. The offense also knows the
underclassman of the eight finalists. defense may not be as strong as last
Although Martin has a good chance at season, but Randy Martin said the talent
picking up the honor, he said he is more on offense is just going to have to score
interested in the team.
enough points.
"It's always in the back of your head
"The defense may be a little down so
and is something to shoot for," Martin we'll have to score a lot of points,"
said. "But I first have to worry about a Randy Martin said. "Hopefully the
North Central Conference title."
defense will come around like it does
For Martin to pick up the prestigious every year."
award, it will take a good effort from the
Coach Martin said the importance of
whole offense, head coach Noel Martin the spring practice is to organize things
said.
for the beginning of the season, instead
"(Randy) worked hard in the off- of trying to cram things in the first two
season and is obviously doing well,'' weeks before the season starts.
Noel Martin said. "He knows it's a team
"We're trying to do a lot
effort. If he's going to win it, it starts up fu ndamentally and thi s is an
front witb the offensive line.'"
experimental sta8e," coach Martin said.
Graduation took its toll on the Husky "The main goal for Spring is to
offensive line as SCS lost All- experiment and put it all together. We
Conference selection Dave Dahlstrom have to find out positions for players ~
along with Dave Murphy and Mike what they can do for the football team."
File photo
Stout. With young talent coming in, the
The Huskies open the season Sept. 7 SCS senior running back Randy Martin"is one Of the top returning offensive threats
Huskies hope to fill the holes graduation in Cedar Falls, Iowa, against the for the Huskies entering the 15 days of spring practice. Martin is the only returning
ieft on their offensive line.
University of Northern Iowa.
Harlon Hill finalist In Divis ion II football this season.

Women's tennis sneaks away from Bethel with 4-3 victory
by Kerry Collins
Sports e dito r
It came down to the fin al singles match, but the
SCS women's tenni s team came out of St. Pau l,
Minn., with a 4-3 win Saturday against a talented
Bethel College squad.
"It was a really tight match," head coach Larry
Su ndby said. "We won the doubles point and that was
even close. It came down to the number-one singles
match."
Senior Lisa Peters found herself playing for the
victory with the match tied up 3-3. Peters dropped the
first set 6-1.
"Lisa lost the first set and we thought she might
lose," Sundby said. "We thought we were going to
lose the match."
Peters provided a display of poise, wi nning the final

" That was just a great match. We had a couple of good
wins, but we won the match basically on our depth. "
- Larry Sundby
SCS head women's tennis coach
two sets 6-1, 6-3, giving SCS a narrow victory.
'That waS just a great match,'' Sundby said . "We
had a couple of good wins, but we won the match
basically on our depth."
The Huskies lost at the number-two, three and four
singles seeds, but the lower seeds provided SCS with
the necessary points for the win.
Entering the match, SCS had some concerns about
the playing surface, Sundby said, but the HuskiCs

were able to overcome the adversity.
"We made some good adjustments, but still are not
comfortable on that surface," Sundby said. "They d id
really well to do what they did."
The Huskies hosted Mankato State University
Sunday, and easily handled their North Central
Conference foe, 6-1.

See Tennis/Page 11
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Huskies on a tear, win fourth straight
Total team effort leads SGS to 6-1 victory over Mankato State
by Kerry Collins
Sports editor

Paul Middlestaedt/Photo editor
SCS junior Jason Muhl hits a return Sunday against Mankato State University. The Huskies
defeated the Mavericks 6-1, picking up their fourth consecutive victory. The next match for the
Huskies will be against the University of St. Thomas at 3:30Tuesday at the St. Cloud Tennis Center.

With a 6-1 win over Mankato State University Sunday, the
SCS men's tennis team served up its fourth straight victory.
"The whole team played well," junior Jason Muhl said. "All
the younger guys are playing well and we are peaking at the
right time."
The number-one doubles seed, Muhl and junior Chris Slack,
got things rolling for the Huskies, winning 8-2. "The last time
we played (MSU), their number-one seed beat us," Slack said.
"We beat them this time, and we beat them pretty bad."
All the credit for the doubles victory rests on the racket of
Slack, who play~ one of his best matches, Muhl said.
"All !he credil must go to Chris Slack," Muhl said. ''That's
the best I've seen him play. He was unbelievable. He should
have played lhe lottery today~he probably would've won."
The only loss for the Huskies came at number-one singles,
where Muhl had his hands full, he said.
"The first time I played him, it was a close match," Muhl
said. "We completely destroyed them in doubles and then he
came out and didn't do anything wrong. He made zero
mistakes. I made a lot of unforced errors and you can't do that,
but he put me in that position."
The Huskies won the rest of tlieir matches, and Slack said
the match showed how the team's confidence increased from
the beginning of the season.
"If you would have 1alked lo me earlier this season, during
our big losing streak, I didn't think we could win four in a row,"
Slack said. '"This streak is the best. It's a really good feeling. It
helps our confidence and helps our team all around."
The Huskies play the University of St. Thomas at 3:30
Tuesday at the St. Cloud Tennis Center. The Tommies defeated
the Huskies in their last match, 7-0.
The Huskies arc looking to get vengence against St. Thomas,
Slack said. SCS was without sophomore Kyle Freske in the last
encounter with St. Thomas, and the Huskies have home-court
advantage this time.
'They are a good team but we played them on their surface.
It's really fast and gives them a definite advantage," Slack said.
"With Freske, that helps our depth. It pushes everybody down
one notch in the line-up and that just helps the team. We'll see
how wC do when they come up here."
Because the Huskies are on the verge of the North Central
Conference tournament, the confidence and level of play has
gone up on the squad, Muhl said. "We're very optomistic when
looking to Conference," Muhl said. "Everyone's helping to
make the team better. There is nobody on the team that thinks
we won't win it all."

SCS track squads join with NCC against MIAA foes
Second annuaJ conference-versus-conference meet a success for Huskies
by Kris Aksteter
Staff writer
The SCS track teams traveled to !he
second annual Mis~uri Intercollegiate
Athletic Association/North Central
Conference Challenge this past
weekend in Omaha, Neb.
The meet pitted teams from the North
Central Conference against teams from
the Missouri Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference.
" It was a good meet," junior Bob
Ewings said. 'There was some great
competition. I thought we did really
well."
Several people did well on both the
men's and,women's teams.
Freshman Aurohn Crutch shined on
the men's side with a first place finish
in the Jong jump, a second place finish
in the 100-meter dash, a third place
fini sh in the 200 and helped the4 x 100
team capture first place with a time of
42.08 seconds.
Members of that team included
Crutch, Ewings, sophomore Jeff
Kobliska and junior Josh Westling.
Ewings also did well, finishing third
in the 100 with a time of 10.72 seconds.
Ewings said the reason his time was.so

high was because of a problem with the
Accutrak. limes had to be scored by
hand.
"We did excellent, I thought,"
Ewings said. "Everybody went out and
had a great day. We just had a lot or fun
out there."
Sophomore Joe Seifert lost in a
jump-off, but finished second in the
high jump.
Sophomore Ryan Pryzbilla finished
fourth in the 800-meter run. Junior Pat
Woefel finished third in 1he decathlon.
Freshman Mike Pooler ran a personal
best, finishing fifth in the 400-hurdles.
"Mike ran an excellent race for only
his second time running the 400hurdles in competition," head coach
Tracy Dill said.
"Overall, it was an improvement
fTQin the first week," Dill said. "I think
a lot of it was the fact that we've had an
opportunity to run on an outdoor trac;k."
The weather may have pla)'ed a
factor in times, jumps and throws.
Overall, however, the team was just
happy to get outside, Dill said:
"For the heptathlon and decathlon
meet on Friday and Saturday, it was
very cold," Dill said. "Actually,
Saturday afternoon turned out to be

" Everybody went out and had a great
day. We just had a lot of fun out there. "
-Bob Ewings
SCS sophomore
nice, but before that, it was cold."
·"we really improved from the week
before. Most people's times dropped,"
senior Jennifer Lenarz said. 'The more
we can get outside, the more we can
practice and the better we'll be."
On the women's side, junior Sandy
Fuchs-Dingmann
improved
her
national provisional qualifying throw in
the discus by nfoe feet, throwing I 55
feet.
She is only three feet-JO inches away
from an automatic qualifying berth for
nationals.
The throw also no1ched her a firstplace finish.
"My technique has improved, but
there was no wind to he lp me," FuchsDingmann said. "If the wind is ever
behind me, I'll get my big throw."
Senior Kim Bachand and sophomore

Carey Erpelding finished fifth and sixth
respectively in the heptathlon. It was
the first time this season they were able
to compete in the heptathlon.
Freshman Katie Jacobson finished
fifth in the 800. It was a personal best
for Jacobson.
"I thought there were some excellent
performances. We had a lot of personal
bests on the womeD's side," Dill said.
"You can just tell that they're starting to
race better just because of the
opportunity to race outside."
Both teams wi ll be hoping to
improve thi s weekend when they travel
to Northfield, Minff.
The women will be competing at the
St. Olaf Invitational while the men will
be competing at the Careton Relay's.
Both meets will take place Saturday
afternoon.
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Playoff picture comes into focus,
record teams will be tough to top
With the NBA and NHL playoffs approaching, is
anybody going to knock off the Chicago Bulls and
Detroit Red Wings?

a

One thing is certain, there will be no repeat champ
in the NHL. The New Jersey Devils became the first
team in the NHL since the 1969 Montreal Canadiens
to win the Stanley Cup and then
miss the playoffs the next season.
So that leaves us with four
teams that tento be favorites
heading into the playoffs. The
Red Wings set an NHL record by

winning 62 games and finishing

with 131 points. They have to be
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considered the top dog.
The other contenders are the
Pittsburgh Penguins, Philadelphia
Flyers and Colorado Avalanche.

~

I do not see anyone knocking off Detroit. However,
a one-two combination of the Penguins' Mario
Lemieux and Jaromir Jagr could be enough to put
Pittsburgh's name on Lord Stanley's Cup.
The Ayers, by far, are the most physical team in the
pool of 16. The "Legion of Doom" line made up of
Eric Lindros, John LeClair, and Mikael Renberg could
carry them into the finals.

The Bulls are 69-9, and need to win one of their
last four games to break the record.
Like the NHL's version of Jagr-Lemieux, the Bulls
produce a pretty good one-two punch with Michael
Jordan and Scottie Pippen.
However, the Bulls do not beat teams with just
Jordan and Pippen. They beat teams with an
outstanding mix of role players such as guard Steve
Kerr who is the three-point king of the NBA, and
forward Dennis Rodman, who grabs 20 rebounds on a
bad night.
Unlike the NHL, the NBA has a two-time
defending world champion with the Houston Rockets
in the playoffs. The Rockets pC>ssess the game's best
center with Hakeem Olajuwon, and aJways receive
good guard play from Kenny Smith and Sam Cassell
during playoff time.
lf the Seattle SuperSonics can ·escape their firstround miseries, they could be a solid contender o ut of

the Western Conference.

If Dream Team snubs Gary Payton and Shawn
Kemp can show their leadership skills on the court,
the Sonics could be the only team to knock off the

Bulls in a seven-game series.

But as the saying goes, "You need good
goaltending in the playoffs to have a chance," and that
is where Colorado seems to have the edge with
goaltender Patrick Roy.

No, I am not forgetting about Shag, Penny and the
boys from Orlando. The Magic are a lethal offensive
juggernaut, but the question is, can they win the big
one on the road? I know they knocked off the Bulls
last year in the playoffs, but Chicago had a rusty
Jordan and no Rodman.

But, it is hard to overlook a team that has gone 6213-7 during the regular season and has three all-star
calibar centers: Sergei Fedorov, Steve Yzennan, and
Keith Primeau.

There is one other team out of the Western
Conference that one might want to keep an eye on.
The Lakers proved last year they could contend, but
were lacking the leadership toward the end.

The Wings are also strong defensively. They have
allowed the fewest goals during the regular season.

With the return of Magic Johnson, the Lakers not
only get their leadership, but a five-time world
champion as well.

The same could be said for the NBA's Chicago
Bulls, who are also making history this season by
matching the NBA record set by the 1971-72 Los
Angeles Lakers.

My pick is, in the NHL, the Red Wings in seven
over the Penguins, and in the NBA, the Bulls in five
over the Rockets.
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1o. Prune-eating

•Great Pay
• Free Tickets

• Housing Assistance
• Internship Prognm
• Scholarship Program
• Incentive Bonus Program
• Special Activities
i .Apply now for a summer of fun and excitement.
No experience necessary. Valleyfairislhela.rges1

family amusement park in the Upper Midwest and
featuresov8f75rides,liveshowsandattractions.

! :: :i:~:~~:
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coaster! For more i'llormation or to sel up an 1'1·
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Sumo wrestler.
9. Hlgh-rise
window cleaner
with bladder
problem.
8. Near sighted

kn~e juggler.
7. Megalomaniac
Third World
Dictators.
_ 6. Grown m~m
named "Biff.~
5. Heavily armed
hot dog
vendors.
4. Carsick brother
in the seat next
to you.
3. Brain surgeon
with hiccups.
2. Anyone with a

cranky
disposition and
a chainsaw.1. People who
offer you drugs.
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Many players
give SCS solid play
from Page 9
Despite the score, the Mankato match was more
difficult than expected, Sundby said .
"It was tougher than the first time we played
them," Sundby said. "We had a little bit of an
emotional let-down after the Bethel match."
The lower seeds on the Husky squad delivered
when the team needed them, Sundby said, and he is
glad it happened when it did.
·
"(Senior) Erin Schwager had a great weekend,:'
Sundby said. "She won at both singles and doubles
against Mankato, and played very well against
Bethel."
Senior Sara VanderEyk defeated her Mankato State
opponent, a player who had previously defeated
VanderEyk.
Freshman Suzy Cronick also had a good weekend,
playing good matches under pressure, Sundby said.
Junior Danielle Judge's condition continued to
improve as she · played in doubles matches this
weekend.
Judge is coming along nicely after severely
spraining an ankle in an earlie r lllatch against Winona
State University, Sundby said.
"S he's making good progress," Sundby said.
" Injury-wise, the whole team is getting better, and the
team confidence is getting high."
The Huskies travel to the Central Oklahoma
Tournament Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
The importance of the.tournament is great, because
it affects the regional standings, Sundby said.
"Right now, we're ranked eighth or ninth in the
region," Sundby said. "We need to be in the top JO.
How we do in Oklahoma will affect rankings. We're
in a good position right now, and Oklahoma is very
important."
The next home match fo r the Huskies is" April 24
against the College of St. Benedict's.
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We know ~ow to handle insurance companies .• ,
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Chuck
Taylor
high-tops ...

lfy0u've been injured,
call Bill Smoley or Nora Klaphake
Attorntys at Law - (612) 251-.700

... our Newman ministry is
friendly, comfortable, relaxed.
contemporary. simple, traditional,
inclusive. practical and enjoyable.
Come worship with us this weekend
and try us _o n for size
Saturday; 5:30 p.rn.
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Mass & Events 251-3261
Office 25 1·3260
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Premiere Student Housing
•Heated Swimming Pool
•FREE Parking/Outlets
•Sand Volleyball Courl
•Heat and Warer Paid
•PhonelCable each bedroom
•Ceiling Fans in every bedroom
• Keyed bedroom locks
•Microwaves/Dishwashers

•Air conditioning
•Large storage room
•Frost-free reftigerators
•Laundry facilities
•Vending machines
-campus Clipper &Metro Bus
•Individual I.eases
•Pleasant, Quiet Atmosphere

CALL 252-2633

Accepting All Applications!
Apply NOW - Lower Level Atwood Center!
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Musicians face the music at ·Red Carpet
Minnesota rock artists play at fund-raiser to heighten AIDS/HIV awareness
by David Tjornhom
Staff writer

L

ocal rockers banded
together Sunday to raise
funds for AIDS issues.
The 1996 Face The Music
fund-raising project for Central
Minnesota Care Centers Inc. and

Minnesota AIDS Project featured
music at The Red Carpet to raise
money for support groups of
AIDS victims and recognition of
the
prejudices
, toward
HN/AIDS.
Fourt~n bands from the Twin
Cities and St. Cloud including
Surahoolies, G.B. Leighton, the

Vees, Medium and Don't Eat the
Daisies, donated their talent and
time in support of AIDS issues.
"Often buying a ticket seems
the only .way students can help
with this issue or other issues,"
said Darrell Pipo Jr., SCS junior
and master of ceremonie~ for
Face the Music. He was

impressed
with
everyone
involved, Pipo said.
Be\weCn
each
band
performance, various actors
performed monologues of AIDS
victim's interviews anfl writings.
Vital information aboui AIDS
was presented before each
actor's performance by Julie

Barnes-Weaver, the director and
writer of the play "Voices That
Care."
"(The actors) try to put a reaJ
face to those affected because it
is real easy to blow off statistics,"
Barnes-Weaver said. Every hour
of every day an adolescent is
infected with HIV she said.
The purpose of the • benefit
concert w,s to improve the
options of peopJe mfucted with
the HIV virus so J,hey can lead an
independent life m their homes,
famili es and community, said
Jean
Lamond,
regional
coordinator of MAP.
''This is the first major benefit
in St. Cloud and a real landmark
occasion for the area," Jean
Lamond said.
Project volunteers handed out
condoms and brochures on safer
sex and HIV prevention.
The 15 percent of the proceeds
will be given to MAP for
educating young people, and all
funds will stay in the community.
CMCCI's aim ·is to provide
services needed for people
infected and affected by
HIV/AIDS in the surrounding
area.
MAP and CMCCI have agreed
to provide for the surrounding
areas, formalized support groups,
outreach programs, HIV/AIDS
awareness education in schools
and shelters.

Brian
Leighton,
lead
vocalist for G.B. Leighton
of Minneapolis, performs
Sunday .at the AIDS benefit
concert "Face the Music"
at The Red Carpet.
Pat Christman/Assistant photo editor

St. Cloud native makes his contribution to independent films
by Jason Lethert
Film critic

T

he Minnesota film scene has been
~retty proli~c lately, and St. Cloud
1s no excepuon.
Minneapolis and St. Paul, like most
parts of the country, have thriving
independent film-going communities that
have been enhanced by the increase of
film production in the state.
Two recent hits filmed in Minnesota
were "Grumpier Old Men" and "Fargo."
St. Cloud native Steve Sohlstrom is
keeping the indepenOent spii;it alive
locally with his third short film, "Saddle
Sore," premiering Wednesday.
This is the third film Sohlstrom has
written, directed and produced under the
banner of Meteorite Motion Picture
Comedies. His fi rst film, "A Walk in the
Park" ( 1993), introduced the character
Jon Bug, who is featured in all three

movies. His second film was "Hoops"
( 1994), in which Jon Bug becomes a
basketbaJI player to win the affections of

his love, Violet.
Sohlstrom has dealt with cutting costs
through the creation of a unique niche for

his films. All Meteorite Pictures are
si lent, black-and-white comedies. He
shoots his movies on 16 mm film, which
is rare for self-funded films because of
the high expense. A full•length 16mm
film in color with sound can cost $20,000
- $30,000 just for the film . "Not only is
this a fun genre to work with, it is very
cost effective because I can put together a
fairly entertaining piece of film work for
10 percent of the cost of synch-sound
movies," Sohlstrom said.
Also, Sohlstrom's films are period
pieces. They are vintage-like si lent
comedies, appearing as though created in
the 1920s "through authentic costuming,
period locations, and even the style of
acting," Sohlstrom said . "Saddle Sore" is
set in the time of the Pony Express . .Jon
Bug is a messenger 'rider for the mail
service, carrying a letter that is a stay of
execution for a man about to be hanged.

See Saddle Sore/Page 14
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Local cemeteries hold heritage of the city
by Frank Rajkowski
News editor

T

hey serve as the setting
for many of our most
haunted legends and
fables, but cemeteries are more
than simply fodder for ghost
stories.
For family and friends, they
function as an earthly reminder
of those now departed, and in
many cases, they provide a
community
with
valuable
historical insight into its own
past.
"Cemeteries, in most cases,
will tell you a city's history: the
people who lived there, the
connections they had and why
they chose to be buried there,"
said John Decker, archivist for
the Steams County Historical
Society.
St. Cloud has three cemeteries
inside its city limits. The oldest,
North Star Cemetery, was
founded in 1864 and is located
at 1901 Cooper Ave. Calvary
Cemetery moved to its current
site, also on Cooper Ave., in
1892. Previously, it had been
located on 3rd St. N. In 1948,
Assumption Cemetery was
created.adjacent to Calvary in an
attempt • to deal with space
limitations.
North Star is a masonic
cemetery, run by the Mason
Lodge, and both Calvary and
Assumptio·n are associated with
the Catholic Church. In addilion,
there
are
several
other
cemeteries scattered throughout
the surrounding area mostly run
by local parishes.
Fr. Bill Gard ing, general
manager of both Calvary and
Assumption, said religion was
the reason many cemeteries
were created and still remains a
primary reason people choose a
particular cemetery today.
"We have a strong Catholic
population in this area, and
that's the reason people have
been buried here si"nce the

cemetery began," Garding said.
"I guess years ago, it was a
tradition that parishes would
start cemeteries for their
parishioners, and that's how
many around here were started."
However, today cemeteries
are not as rigid about religious
restriction, Garding said.
"Protestants can be buried
here, but we do still like to have
a Catholic affiliation," Garding
said. "For example, if it's a
mixed-faith marriage, then the
spouse would be buried here."
Calvary and Assumption form
the largest cemetery complex in
the city. In addition to
monuments and tombstones,
they coniain IO mausoleums for
those who haVe been cremated,
as well as several other priyate
mausoleuni sites.
The Catholic Church is
loosening its attitude towards
crematiOn, Garding said.
"The church approves of
cremation, but they have what
is, to me, a stupid rule about not
allowing the ashes in the church
for the funeral," Garding said.
"Still, I think even that will
change. It's coming."·
Peter Daniel, co-owner of the
St. Cloud area Daniel's Funeral
Home chain, agreed with
Garding that religious belief is
the primary reason people chose
a certain cemetery. However,
family history is becoming a less
important factor, he said.
"Today, it's simply the parents
who are buried together, and if
children who are minors pass
away, they may be buried there
too," Daniel said. "Today, if the
parents pass away, they only buy
two plots, whereas, when my
grandfather died, he had
purchased 16. People don't do
that anymore."
That trend is clearly evident
when looking at the way the
plots in Calvary and Assumption
are set up, Garding said.
"Over in Calvary, the older
cemetery, there are more family
plots than in Assumption,"

Saddle Sore:

or the graveside of a famous
rock star, St. Cloud's cemeteries
are not without their own
history.
Decker recently led an effort
to build a monument in North
Star near the grave of Jacob V.
v
Brower,
the
man
who
discovered the location of the
headwaters of the Mississippi
River and is considered the
father of Minnesota's state park
system. Several fonner bishops
and city leaders are buried at
Calvary
and
Assumption,
Garding said.
Bob
Lommel,
assistant
archivist for the Stearns County
Historical Society, said every
cemetery holds people who were
important in their own way.
"Every cemetery has its own
important people," Lommel
said. "It just depends on who,
you are and what they· m~an to
you." '
The tombstones in St. Cloud
area graveyards have helped
historians
determine
the
nationality of many of the area's
original settlers, Decker said.
"On the cemetery stones,
what is important iS the
language," Decker sa"id.:i •'•on
many stones, the langua'ge· ls
German. Other gravestones · in
Stearns County are engraved
with Polish or Slovenian. The
language tells you what country
the person was from because
.. who~ve,r ,..was e'!g~ving thy
stone, adhered to the families
wishes."
Cemeteries also serve to help
families get in touch with their
own roots and find out where
distant relatives are buried,
Garding said.
"It helps to have records of
people who have lived here in
the past," Garding said. ''There
Paul MiddlestaedtlPho\o editor are times when people can't find
Assumption Cemetary on Roosevelt Road, St. Cloud, is names with the Historical
Society and, so, they'll come
one of the area's largest cemetaries.
here. There's a lot of history
Garding said. "These days, plots in the area as much."
are more expensive and people
Although the city boQ.Sts of no here."
are more mo?ile. Kids don't stay Tomb of the Unknown Soldier

Silent film draws from 1920,s cinema

On his trip, Jon has to deal with
everything from wilderness· survival to
horse thieves.
The premiere is in conjunction with
SCS's new film club, CineScope. The
club is holding the premiere as a
fundraising
party
along
with
Meteorite.
The film will be screened at the
Little Theater in the Atwood Memorial
Center. In addition to "Saddle Sore,"
"Hoops" and a Charlie Chaplin film to
commemorate
Chaplin's
107th
birthday will be shown.
A banquet will be held 7 p.m.
Wednesday in Atwood's North
Voyageur Room. Film show times are
8:30 and 10 p.m. The event is open to
the public. Tickets cost $5 for the
screeni"ng and $15 for both the banquet
and screening.
Sohlstrom is just beginning his film
career, but is not readily apparent in
his Works. "Steve is a very talented

from Page 13 ~ - - - - - - -

Promotional photo

director and performe," said SCS film
professor Brad Chisholm. He works
with an all-volunteer cast and crew,

and uses local scenery and buildings.
Sohlstrom combines the talents of his
actors (including himself in the

starring
role)
with
authentic
costuming.
"As a filmmaker, I'm very happy to
have had the experience in making a
few silent movies, because you really
do learn a great deal about character
development, story breakdown (and)
bringing across your ideas without
depending on dialogue," Sohlstrom
said. The premiere is the third fundraising event of the year for
CineScope. Previous !}vents sponsored
by the organization were an '80s retro
party at the Quarry and a Ii ve
performance of "Mystery Science
Theatre 3000" in the Performing Arts
Center.
Next up for the club is a student
produced !I}Ovie, and.for five dollars,
students or anyone can buy a raffle
ticket to direct the short film. Tickets
are available in the Perfonning Arts
Center Room 202.
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MUSIC REVIEW

Knopfler's latest, 'Golden Heart,' one of the-best of the year

W

hen it comes time
for roll call on the
mountain of the
gllitar gods, names like Keith
Richard, Jimmy Page, Eric
Clapton and even
Eddie Van Halen are
always freely
bantered about. Yet,
despite a career,
now spanning
almost 20 years and
containing a number
of hits, Mark
KnOpfler is left out
more often than not.
Perhaps that is
because Knopfler,
whether with Dire Straits or
his side project The Notting
Hillbillies, has alwaY,s leaned
toward less show and more
subtlety and substance. That
approach may harm his
standing among the bumedout, guitar-freak set, but it is
precisely what makes his new
solo album, "Golden Heart,"
. such a pleasure to listen to.
In "Golden Heart,"
Knopfler visits genres ranging
from Irish folk to Cajun dance
band and still mixes in some
of the laid-back, straightatiead rock 'n' rol1 that made
Dire Straits so successful.
With a sandpaper voice almost
like Tom Waits, Knopfler
ventures off toward every

comer of the musical horizon
and su.rvives intact to sing the
tale.
Of course, Knopfler colors
every song with the sweet and
subtle guitar licks he
has perfected in
both his own work,
and in sessions for
other artists from
George Jones to
Bob Dylan.
Dire Straits fans
will find songs like
"No Can Do" and
"Don't You Get It"
a welcome sig~
Knopfler hasn't
forgotten to dance with the
girl he brought to the prom.
"Don't You Get It" resembles
Dire Straits 80's hit "Money
For Nothing" in both style and
anti-commercial substance.
"Are We In Trouble Now"
is as good as any of the tender
ballads Knopfler recorded
with Dire Straits (i.e. "Don't
Worry N?w"), and he sets the
scene with some gorgeous
guitar fil,ls that help to s~t the
scene for a tender dance on a
late summer evening.
Lest one think Knopfler is
resting on .his laurels, he taJces
them on a journey across the
musical spectrum. He must
have gained a thin,i or two
from his collaboration with

Copyright 1996 Warner Bros. Records

the Irish folk group, The
Chieftains, on their 1995
album, "Long Black Veil," '
because he .returns to that
same musical genre on several
songs.
"A Night in Summer Long
Ago" is a haunted medieval
tale (shades of Camelot with
Sir Lancelot and Guinevere).
"Done With Bonaparte" is the
tale of a weary soldier tired of
war and Napoleon. Both songs
benefit from the Irish folk
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1 Silent one
5 Use a washboard
10 Large amount
14 Hawaii city
15 Snapshot
16 Knowledge
handed down
17 Opposing one
18 Ohio or
Missouri, e.g.
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20 Poet Sara
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24 Labor
25 Cry of an owl
26 Roman god
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33 Fear
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35 Time before
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40 Fellows
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50 Gnomelike creatures
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ensemble Knopfler employs.
He also begins the album's
first track, "Darling Pretty,"
with a bit of Irish jig, but the
song segues into a rocker that
is tender and soft, but not
without a bite.
On the paternal "Cannibal"
and "Je Suis Desole,"
Knopfler takes a stab at
Cajun-flavored rhythms and
pulls it off successfully. "Jc
Suis Desole" brings Knopfler
together again with Louisiana

guitar ace Sonny Landreth and
the two trade some
backwoods, bayou licks that
sound so sincere you can
almost smell the crawfish and
gumbo.
"Imelda" shows Knopf1er
hasn't lost his sense of humor
as the saga of a former
Filipino first lady and her
search for shoes. The album's
folky title track, perhaps th~
most beautiful tune on the
album, shows Knopfler has
not lost his craft for writing
songs that just will not leave
your head either.
A couple of songs miss their
mark. "Vic and Ray" is a song
containing lyrics all juiced up
with nowhere to go and a
guitar part just aching to break
free. The song may have
worked better if Knopfler
would have let it become the
all-out rocker it seems to want
to be.
Still, the album is one of the
year's best so far and shO\\!S
why Knopfler is so highly
regarded in music. The man is
a master on the ax, but unlike
some other guitar gods, he
knows how to write songs of
substance. That is why he
plans on being around for a
long time.

Bahl
Who says St. Cloud State
students can't right?!?!

Hm .
Become a Diversions writer for the

UNIVERSIIY CIIROMCIE.
Contact Eric Hedlund, Diversions editor: 255-4086

by Daryl Cagle

Cl1996Tri!>u<>0Med,as..,,;,;,,s,lne.
Mllighls ll"-"""

ANSWERS
9 Library patron '
10 Leans
11 Drawn out
12 Sea eagle
13 Have on
21 Campus building, briefly
23 Chargod particles
25 The underworld
26 Soothe
27 Foreign
28 Domesticated
29 Certain musician
30 Egret
31 Manifest
32 Change purse
item
34 Parlor
37 Pranced about
38 W. Virginia city
40 Big cars thatch
41 Meager
43 Restaurant
:

0 II 3 N
1 0 0 I
SNl1W3110

11:IJ.SOd

AJ.N3ld
Y0,.Y30N3
NYOI-IS
S31Y1'11
313,.
31,3

S301S

dOHSNMYd

l'IIYYlY
Nl:IOJ.YS

ll0J.111

J.OOH
1:131!)Nll:I
31YOSY3J.
YNNY
IJ.NY
31:101
OJ.OHd
OllH
M31S

_!0!!_~~

44 Attractive
46 Children, coUectively
47 Sampras of tennis
48 U1ah city

~Y1::>

49 Hit hard
50 Smile
51 Mental object
52 Siandard
53 - gin fizz
56 A slate: abbr

Eating sugar before and after learning enhances

recall in rats and college students.
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EUROP E

Read, React, Write

v11, t4e
LONDON
FRANHFUAT
PARIS
AMSTERDAM

Still.Deciding?

t4e"1'/

YOU CAN ASK US.
For confidential information about birth
control, sexually transmitted diseases and
.low-cost clinic referrals.

~

CALL: 1-800-78-FACTS
MN FAMILY PLAN~ING & STD HOTLINE

For Career Information
Call

4-bedroom apartments
available with:

612-654-5089

• TUCK-UNDER PARKING
*HEATPAID
*WATER PAID
• TANNING BEDS
• 2 FULL BATHS
*PISHWASHER
*Ml<;.ROWAVE

FOR INFORMATION

CALL

APARTMENT
ANDERS

SI: CLOUDTECHNlCAL

COLLEGE
ADA Ac.:cssibLo Pacilily, '!"irnlOliT<: ActioGIEqua!Off,o<tull.itj, J;Ju,;,,:o,an,I ~,nployc,

~sr NAIR1MJBN'/fS ~OMIPQJSQ

259-4040

J.\.'l'TENTIOltlt

~f?:.
~~
... ...
~

q

·

·.

·

~-

~-~-

PRE-BUSINESS
STIIDENTS
You are required to come to the
Student Services Office to obtain your
ACCESS CODE, TIIE DAY BEFORE YOU
ARE SCHEDULED TO REGISTER.
Advisers will be available •in BB 123,
8a.m.-4p.m.
Starting:
April 9 for Summer
Quarter and
April 29 for Fall Quarter

1996.

~

Fill.MIS

A~~

i:!o";;~:.:1~~•1tO, 21 f7 ~
p r i l 18
p.m., April 19

Films shown at

9:30 p.m.,

Afril

AMC little Theatre 3 p.m., Apri 21
Admittance with SCS i.d

20

VISUAL ARTS EXHIBITS
"Indifference: the Real Enemy"
by Fritz Hirschberger

AMC c?a~fe~t~h~~~~g9h

/fh~~ ~~.m.)

Openl

OUTINGS REC
Trip to Penumbra Theatre Production
•IP<u>~tl @if ruh<e ~ Q ( t 11.Q II. ~(U)lDil

Ms:um.

lll>~11.~•

by Jake-ann Jones
Thurs., April 18
Penumbra Thealre, Minneapolis
Bus leaves at 5p.m., and returns al 11 p.m.
.Cost: $3 w/SCS i.d.
In a powerful examination of an African
American father-son relalionship, Jones plums

Ball's Rolling

7p.m.; Sun.,April21
Perfomung Arts Center Recital Hall
Free with SCS i.d
$5 public, $3 senior citizens
ticl<ets available in AMC 118
watch out, the Ball's Rolling! Leslie Ball has·
been producing experimental entertainment
of various Twin Cities artists at Southern theatre, Minneapolis. Join us for an evening of
the best Balls:
Host/Singer
Heidi Arneson:
Petfonnance Artist
Karen Hasselman: Storyteller
Hijack:
Dance Company
Derek Hughes:
Petfonnance Artist/Magician
Gary Vice:
Juggler

11..:1111

,, Spotlight
coordinator's
position
ls still open.
Apply at AMC US
Term Spring "96

Paper Work

PERFORMING Allt'l!'S

IIITIII

PoHtlon

"Open Mic
Night"
8 p.m., April
16 at AMC
Quarry

by Jennifer Kunin

Ongoing through April 26
AMC Ballroom Display Cases

Idie Ball:

SlPOTLIGIIT

~~sfc~~n~~~n~J~~~ b~i~~;ngr-~~at
nominated Hannibal Peterson.

11"1'ft'e7Sl'&fa,,d«I, btpart, ~SO'Odlum/Div,emtyl'lmd.

Hiking/Biking Adventure Weekend
Apri1 27-28, contact UPB offk"e for more info.

SlPJEAKERS
Nelly Tracme' Hewitt

"Weapons of the Spirit"
7 p.m.; Wed... ApriJ 24, AMC little Theatre
Ms. Hewitt will discuss the role her father and
mother , and of her cousin who was arrested
for rescuing German Jews in a small French
town during WW II. She'll. show a 3()-minute
version of the documen1ary film, ~weapon of
the Spirit."

1:~r'd::'t/:lcs"f:!t :.!!::~'t;,.1::~~~

For more 1nformaf1on on events please contact UPS Olhce
AtwoodCenter118 Hours MF8am 430pm

l!I:--·-=--=
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~~ !CIASSIFIEDS
Policies

0Classifieds will not be accepted Over the phone.•
• Classifieds price: live words a tine, $1 a line. Six words comprises two lines, costing $2.
• Notices are free and will run only if space allows.
Deadlines: Friday at noon for Tuesday's edition and Tuesday at noon for Friday'§ edition.
• Classified ads can be purchased by vi~iting Room 13 Stel/,{.8.rt Hall. Forms are just inside the door.
All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
• Call University Chronicle at 255-2164 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday for more information.

hllliMN
#1 IN CAMPUS
HOUSING. Apt. Finders.
Summer apts. available
now. One-bdrm. at $250.
Two-bdrms. at $270. Call
now at 259-4040.
••1-4-BDRM. APTS.
and eff. $199-$260. Offstreet parking, $15. 2594841.
1 AND 2-BDRMS.
Great summer location.
Basic utilities included.
Volleyball court,
horseshoes, BBQ pits,
tennis anyone? Going fast!
Call Northern Management
for all of your housing
~ needs. 654-8300.
1, 2, 3-BDRM. APTS.
on SCSU busline. Summer
starting at $250. Fall
starting at $360. Basic
_ 1:1,tifilLes-JD_clude~ I . L , .
Northern Management for
all of your housing needs.
654-8300.
4-BDRM. APT. on the
southside by SCSU.
Summer, $320/unit. Fall,
$205/person. Basic
utilities iricluded. Call
Northern Management for
all of your housing needs.
645-8300.
96-97 SCHOOL YEAR.
Houses, apt. houses, apt.
buildings. Near SCSU.
Dari, 255-9163.
$285/MO. Two-bdrm.
apts., summer. University
and Southview apts.
Large, reasonable for fall.
Riverside Property, 2518284.

APT. CONNECTION
NETWORK. Summer or
fall. On/off campus. Many
apts. to choose from. Call
today! Todd, 251-1366.
APTSI Efficiencies, two,
three and four-bdrm.
Summer, $99 and up. Fall,
$189 and up. Many styles
and locations. Select
Properties, 253-1154.
One call rents it all!
AVAILABLE SUMMER
and fall. Apts. and houses.
Riverside, 251-8284 ·or
251-9418.

BEACHWOOD APTS .
One-bdrm. apts. Near
Coborn's, downtown. Dan,
255-9163.
BEAUTIFUL APT.
available for summer. One
or two people! Must see!
Ask for Matt, 654-8015.
. BENTONWOOD. SE St.
Cloud on busline. Twobdrm. apts. $360-$390,
12 mo. lease. $420-$450,
nine-mo. lease. Dan, 2559) 63.
BRIDGEPORT. Three and
four-bdrm. units across
from Halenbeck Hall. 1
1/2 baths, dishwashers,
microwaves, parking,
security. Heat paid.
I
::~~ Ya:::~~t~3-091 o·.
CAMPUS APTS. Fourbdrm. apts. between
campus and downtown.
- H8at Paid,-dishW8.shers,
spacious. Available
summer and fall, 2516005.
CAMPUS EAST. Large
four-bdrm. units with two
full baths. Extra storage
closets, dishwashers,
microwaves, garages,
security. Heat paid.
Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
CAMPUS KNOLLS. on the
park. Three and fourbdrm. spacious apts.
Summer/fall. Close to
SGS, 251-1814.
CAMPUS
MANAGEMENT. One,
two, three and four-bdrm.
Summer/fall '96. Finest..
facilities, reasonable
rates. Reserve now! 2511814:
CAMPUS MANAGEMENT
on Fifth! Laundry, tanning
beds, ample parking, wellmanaged. Call now! 2511814.
CAMPUS PLACE AP·TS.
Efficiencies, two, three
and four-bdrm. apts. Six
different locations. Free
extra storage closets,
dishwashers, microwaves,
A/C, garages, security.
Heat paid. The plushest pad
in student housing, 2539002.

CHARLAMAINE'S
A PTS . Summer openings!
Across ·from SCSUI
Attractive, clean, quiet,
well-cared for building.
Practically priced with sun
decks, whirlpool, free
garage (summer only),
dishwasher and microwave
ovens. Call 240-0234 for
a tour.
COLLEGEVIEW. Fourbdrm. near SCS. Spacious~
heat paid, dishwasher,
microwave, airconditioning. $1'99 fall,
$99 summer. Riverside
Property. Call 251-8284
or 251-9418.
DOUBLE BDRM.
AVAILABLE in newly
remodeled house for '96'97 school year. Close to
campus, free parking.
$185/tenant (females
only). Call Robin, 2021513.
EFFICIENCY AND one,
two, three and four-bdrm.
apts. C!0se to downtown.
Also houses, rriany extras.
Riverside Property. Call
251-8284 or 251-9418.
FALL AND SUMMER. 1.__
4-bdrm. units. Large,
very clean, great
locations, on SCSU busline.
Call Northern Management
for all of your housing
needs. 654-8300.
FEMALES: HOME with
private rooms. Avail. now!
Close to campus. All
utilities paid. $195 and up.
Call SM&M, 253-1100.
FEMALE TO SHARE two
and three-bdrm. apts.
Summer and fall, private
rooms, utilities paid,
laundry, parking, quiet and
clean. 253-0451.
FIRST TIME OFFERED!
Nine-bdrm. house 'for 10
women. Very nice!! Three
baths. One block from
campus. One year lease,
$190 each. Great location!
Phone 251-4160.
FOR RENT: Large house
for summer. $1 00 each
person. Call SM&M, 2531100. ~
FOR RENT: Basem~nt of
house. One to two people.

$300/mo. Close to
campus. Call SM&M, 25311 00.
FOUR-BDRM. APTS.
available June 1 and Sept.
1. 511 14th St. S. 2537415. Reasonable rates.
FOUR-BDRM. APTS,
Summer $99, fall $189
and up. All styles and
locations. Select
Properties, 253-1154.
HOT DEALS, cool pool.
One and two-bdrms. Great
summer discounts, free
cable, balcony, oudoor
pool. Call Apt. Finders,
259-4040.
HOUSES AVAILABLE
summer and fall. Six to
eleven people. Call SM&M,
253-1100.
HOUSES. Six locations
left. Three-bdrm. to ninebdrm. Also, one-bdrm . to
four-1:>drtn. Dan, 2559163.
HOUSES AND APTS.
Summer and fall. Many
locations. Dan, 255-9163.
JUNE, JULY, AUG,
ONLY! Apts. are now
rented for fall. Two, three
or four-bdrm. apts. with
two baths. 1/2 block from
SCSU. $330/person. Rent
June, July, Aug, $125.
Deposit. 259-0977.
LARGE SINGLE room
with private bathroom and
A/C for the older student.
Utilities included. 706Sixth Ave. S. 252•9226.
LOOKING FOR THREE
MALE n/s, n/d
roommates to share fourbdrm. apt. for summer and
fall on Ninth ~ve. $99/mo.
summer. $199/mo. during
school year. Call Pat at
240-1168.
LOOKING FOR A GROUP
to rent large rooming house
in prime location on Fifth
Ave. Available Sept.
Newly remodeled! 2599434.
$ LOW COST RENT$
Summer and fall. 1, 2, 3
and 4-bdrm. apts. on SCSU
busline. Basic utilities
included. Going fast. Call

Northern Management for
· all of your housing needs.
654-8300.
M & M SUITES. OneroorT.1.efficiency for
summer and fall. Includes
air conditioning, cable,
utilities, 259-9434.
M & M APT$. Fourbdrm. apts. for summer
and fall, 259-9434.
METROVIEW APTS.
Three-bdrms. close to
SCS, decks, microwaves,
heat paid, air conditioning.
Riverside, 251-9418 or
251-8284.
NEEDED: Two more
roommates to share house.
Females only. 240-9594.
NORTH CAMPUS. One,
three and four-bdrm. units
with decks close to
campus. 1 1/4 baths,
dishwashers, microwaves,
garages, security. Heat
paid. Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
NOW RENTING. Summer
and fall '96. One, three,
four-bdrm. and efficiency
rooms. Excellent
locations, 251-1814.
OLYMPIC II. Three and
four-bdrm. units close to
hockey center. Two full
baths, dishwashers,
microwaves, garages,
security. Heat paid.
Results Property
Management, -253-0910.
ONE, TWO, THREE and
four-bdrms. No matter
what your looking for, Apt.
Finders has it.· All at no
charge . • 259-4040.
ONE~BDRM. APT. Fifth
Ave. Start June 1. 12 mo.
lease, $360/mo. Heat,
electric and cable included.
259-0977.
ONE, TWO, THREE and
four-bdrm. apts. Close to
SCS, heat paid. Riverside
Property, 251-8284 or
251-9418.
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PRIVATE ROOMS in
four-bdrm. apts. close to
campus for summer and
fall. Includes heat,
dishwasher, microwave,
A/C, mini-blinds , laundry.
Yearly rates available.
Campus Quarters, 575Seventh St. S. 252-9226.
PRIVATE ROOMS in a
four-bdrm. unit close to
campus. Fall starting at
$205/person. Basic
utilities included. Ow, onsite l{lundry. Call Northern
Management for all of your
housing. 654-8300.
RAVINE. Four-bdrm. apt.
253-7116.
RENTING SUMMER . AND
FALL. Four-bdrm . apts.
Heat included, A/C,
microwaves, laundry, fac,
garages, parking. 2531320.
ROOMS FOR MALE
students. $99/mo.
Summer rates. Four
blocks to SCSU. Call 2515246.
ROOMS in four-bdrm.
apts. near campus.
Affordable, comfortable.
654-6535.
ROOMMATES WANTED:
Two women, n/s, n/d to
share apt. on Ninth Ave. S.
for summer and fall. Call
Lisa at 255-3506 or Kim
at 255-3351.
STATEVIEW. Large
four-bdrm. units near
campus. 1 1/2 baths,
dishwashers, microwaves,
parking, security, heat
paid. Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
STATESIDE APTS.
Four-bdrm. apts., 1 1/2
baths, heat paid,
dishwashers, microwave,
NC. Renting summer and
fall. E.P.M. 251-6005.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
Three and four-bdrm. units
close to SCS.
Dishwashers, micros and
heat paid. Results
Property Management,
253-0910.
SUMMER/FALL '96• 9 7 . Female roomm ate
wanted. Large private
bdri'ns. $220-$240 with
utilities. Phone and cable
included. Call Lisa or
Emily, 65~-6742.
SUMMER AND FALL
'96-'97 school year.
Two, four and five-bdrm.
apts. $230-$269. Call
259-9283 or 252-6697.
SUMMER HOUSES and
apts. Great locations.
Dan, 255-9163.
"THE CASTLE. "
three-bdrm. apts.

One to

Available summer/fall.
Dan, 255-9163.

more info. call (800) 2636495 ext. F56813 .

TWO-BDRM . for summer.
Call Matt at 253-5787.
Reasonable rent.

ATTENTION ALL
STUDENTS!!! Grants &
scholarships available!
Billions of $$$ in private
funding. Qualify
immediately. (800) AID2-HELP, (800) 243-2435.

TWO-BDRM. APTS.
Close to SCS. Two , three
or four persons. A/C.
Riverside Property, 2518284 or 251-9418.
TWO-BDRM. DUPLEX.
L.a rge bdrms. Available
June 1. Rick, 251-8941.
TWO-BDRM. APT. by
Halenbeck. New carpet.
Summer only. 251-8941.
TWO-BDRM. APT .
Summer and fall. 349
Sixth Ave. S. 253-6606.
TWO, THREE AND
FOUR-BDRM. APTS.
available for summer.
259-9434.
UNIVERSITY NORTH.
Two, three and four-bdrm.
Heat paid, decks,
dishwashers. Riverside
Property, 251-8284 or
251-9418.
UNIVERSITY PLACE.
Three and four-bdrm. apts.
Heat paid, dishwashers,
garages, carports, campus
close. E.P.M. 251-6005.
UNIVERSITY WEST on
Seventh. Four-bdrm.
apts., heat paid, garages,
laundry, dishwashers,
newer building. E.P.M.
251-6005.

INSTANT CA$H . You
keep driving. No credit
check. Capstone Auto
Pawn, 252-1490.
INTERESTED IN
LIMITED editioh wildlife
prints? Now's a great
opportunity to receive high
quality prints at a low
price along with the
potential to earn
compensation if desired.
Call 654-1179.
PREGNANT? Free
pregnancy testing at the
St. Cloud Crisis Pregnancy
Center. Call (612) 2531962 24 hrs/day. - 400
East St. Germain St., Suite
205, St. Cloud.
REDUCED PRICES on
birth control pills at Health
Service Pharmacy. Many
less than $6/mo. Call
255-4852 and we'll take
care of the rest\
RESUMES/COVER
LETTERS . Professional.
240-2355.

TOM'S BARBERSHOP ,
formerly Chuck's
Barbershop. Two barbers,
all cuts. Walk-ins. 2517270, 9 Wilson SE. Special
UNIVERSITY WEST II.
on Weds. for ROTC and
Large four-bdrm. units
Guard Headquarters and all
with spacious closets,
other students, $5. All
parking, garages, security. •Other weekdays, $6.
Heat paid. Results
Property Management,
WEDDING
253-0910.
PHOTOGRAPHERS,
professional and courteous,
WEST CAMPUS. Fourwill work with you to
bdrm. apts. Heat and cable
determine a shooting
paid, dishwashers,
schedule that will fit your
microwaves, A/C, close to wedding day plans.
Halenbeck Hall , 251-6005.
Specializing in candids
before, during and after
WINDSOR WEST. Fourthe ceremony. You retain
bdrm. units with bi-levels,
the negatives! Two
dishwashers, microwaves,
photographers to make
parking, security. He~t
sure that every angle gets
paid. Results Property
covered. Very reasonable
Management, 253-0910.
packages. For more
information call P?-ul at
654-8501.

cq)mmm
ADOPTION . Pediatrician
and stay-home mom
(teacher) seeks infant to
share happy, secure home.
Call collect. Phil or Laura .

(612) 421 •7027.
ATTENTION ALL
STUDENTS! Over $6
billion in public and private
sector grants and
scholarships is now
available. All students are
eligible. Let us help. For

l-¥\iJtfrNii1■

$200-$500 WEEKLY .
Mailing brochures. No
experience necessary . For
information send a selfaddressed enitelope to:
Universal Travel, P.O. Box
610188, Miami, FL 33261.

ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT - Students
needed! Fishing industry.
Earn up to $3,000 $6,000/mo. Room and
board! Transportation!
Male or female. No
experience necessary. Call
(206) 971-3510 ext.
"A56812.
AMBITIOUS, SELF- ·
MOTIVATED, honest and
·respectful. Painting
int/ext, lawn care, misc .
duties. Employment
available April-September.
Possible long-term work in
SCSU area. Dan, 2559163.
ANYONE INTERESTED in
eliminating your long
distance phone bill and also
make some serious money?
Please call Jeff at 2595430.

C1158.
$1,750 WEEKLY
possible mailing our
c irculars. For info. call
(301) 306-1207.

NANNY POSITION in
Houston, TX . Two children.
$400 - $500 weekly plus
suite, car, health insurance
and horseback riding
lessons. Paid vacation.
College background desired.
Similiar jobs available on
east coast. Call Kim at
Midwest Nannies, 9218)
879-3786.
NEED A FULL-TIME
summer job in the Twin
Cities area? We need
experienced and nonexperienced painters for
the summer months.
$7/hr. minimum. Call
Professional Touch Painting
at (612) 479-3151.
NATIONAL PARKS
HIRING - Positions are
now available at national
parks, forests & wil~life
presewes. Excellent
benefits + bonuses! Call
(206} 971-3620 ext.

N56812.

CRUISE SHIP NOW

NOW HIRING part-time
school bus drivers.
Positions are available
immediately and also for
the fall '96. No experience
necessary . Complete
"paid" training p-rovided.
Hrs : 6:40 a.m. to 8:20
a.m. and 2 p.m. to 4:20
p.m . Wages: $8/hr. (Paid
minimum of 4 hrs.) Call

~~~01:o~,~~~:'o\Jr~i~g on ...

Spanie r Bus, -251-3313. _ _ _...,,,

cruise ships or land-tour
companies. World travel.
Seasonal & full-time
employment available. No
experience necessary. For
more information call
(206) 971-3550 ext.
C56813.

TEACHER/
ADMINISTRATOR. Biweekly educator vacancy
list. Comprehensive,
professional, one of the
"best" MEPS {MN
Educators Placement
Service), P.O. Box 526,
Stillwater, MN 55082.

COLLEGE STUDENTS .
Local company has openings
for spring work . Full or
part-time available.
$265-$320 wkly. l;o set
up interview phone 2511752.

EARN $500 or more
weekly stuffing envelopes
at home. Send long SASE
to: Country Living
Shoppers, Dept. R40, P .0.
Box 1779, Denham
Springs, LA 70727.
EASTERN EUROPE JOBS
- :reach basic
conversational English in
Prague, Budapest or
Krakow. No teaching
certificate or European
langu.ages required .
Inexpensive ro6m & board
+ other benefits. For info.
call (206) 971-3680 ext.
K56811

. --••••-•-•$ CRUISE SHIP HIRINGI
· Students needed! $$$+free
travel (Caribbean, Europe,
Hawaii!)
Seasonal/permanent, no
experien,ce ·necessary.
Gde. (919) 929-4398 ext.

Nannies Plus. Sandy,
(800) 726-3965.

IDEAL POSITIONS.
Local company has openings
for spring wor.k. Full or
part-time available.
$265-$320 wkly. To set
up interview , phone 2511752.
NANNIES! Call the elite
nanny service! Positions
nationwide! Top salaries.
(No summer placements.)
Year commitment only.

(612) 430-2005. ·
SUMMER CAMP
EMPLOYMENT. Work
outdoors! Activity
instructors needed!
Northern Minnesota co-ed
camp seeks individuals to
work as cabin and activity
counselors. Archery,
biking, diving, fen.cing,
riflery, waterskiing and
woodworking. Also seeks
WSI certified lifeguards.
Supervisory positions also
available. Camp Foley,
HCA 77 Box 72, Pine
River, MN 56474. (218)
543-6161 or e-mail at
sbfhouse@ uslink.net
SUMMER YOUTH CAMP
STAFF for .resident camp
fifteen miles north of
Brainerd on Pelican Lake .
Job openings: Cabin
counselor, craft, sports,
nature, waterfront
specialists. Very
competitive salary plus
room and board. EOE
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T E NNIS JOBS : At
private ly ow ned chi ldre n's
su mm er camps in NY , PA
and Malne. Need good
teach ing sk ill s &
competitive background.
Must love kids! Be
a vailable June 18 thru
Aug. rn. (800) 443-6428.
0

in cludin g: Full fa mil y
health and de nta l, li fe
ins urance, pe rsonal and
vacation leave, ret ireme nt
plan . Full training. Fo r
application ca ll (800) 5431384. The North Shore's
only casino resort. Grand
Portage, MN.

fo r be li e f. Stud y the
argume11t s for and agai nst
the existence of god in
"Atheism: T he Case
Aga inst Godn by Sm ith;
"Atheism: A Philosophica l
Justification" by Martin,
if you dare.
·

JESUS AND SATAN are
TROPICAL RESORTS
pretend. Jesus is alleged
HIRING - E n try-level &
to be god . God is a
career posit ions ava il ab le
slaughterer of his own
worldwide (Hawaii,
FORK AND KNIFE are
children. These are
Mexico, Caribbean, etc.)
pretend. Skept ically
Christian perfect f amily
Waitstaff, housekeepers,
question everything. Spoon va lues . Jesus slaughters
scuba dive leaders, fitness
is true.
all of the p~ople of Libnah
counselor_s and more. Call
(Josh 10:29, 30), all of
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Apartments Still Available!
Summer-Fall Rental
Quiet, Convenient Locations

JESUS RULES .

~
IF YOU'D LIKE to be
more involved and become
part of an organization that
stresses philanthropy,
academics and fun call
Delta Phi EpsilOn sorority.
654-6311.

ATTENTION
SKYDIVERS: The
skydiving club will be go ing
skydiving in Hutchinson on
April 27. If interested,
contact Rob Stromberg at
202-0327.

INT_ERESTED IN
HISTORY or war? Jo in
the U.S. Military History
Club at 9:30 p.m. Monday
oights in Atwood. Contact
B.0.8. at 25 1 · 2381.
NEW ALCO HOLICS
ANONYMOUS meetings at
1 :3 0 p.m . Tuesdays in
Ne wman Center, classroom
C.

EXPERIENCE DIFFERENT
CULTURES! Come join
International Students
Association (ISA).
Meetings are at 5 p.m. to 6
p.m. every Thursday in
Lady's Slipper Room,
Atwood.

D ID Y OU KNOW Delt a
Sigma Phi national
fraternity maintains alumni ·
connections across the
U.S.? Big-time
networking. Make you r
first career move today.

253-9755.
ISA INTERNATIONAL
spring festival from 2 p.m.
to 9 p.m. April 20 in
·
Halenbeck. Come and see
t he world at your doorstep!
More info., call 255·21 1 9.
BLOOD i:> ONORS urgently
needed! Red Cross
Bloodmob il e is at ,1 204 S
Sevent h St. It's there
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
eve ry Friday. Phone 25 1 764 1 . Walk-in s welco me!
UTVS .TELEVIS ION is
looking for dedicated
m embe rs. Alt majors
welcome. Visit us ·in
Stewart Hall 22 or call
255-4111 for more
information .

AMERICAN MARKETING
Association. ~Building
experience for tomorrow.n
All majors welcome. Join
us on Wednesdays at noon
and 5 p.m . in Stewart Hall,
Room 308.

STILL STARING out your
dorm room window? Delta
Sigma Phi fraternity has
planned loads of spring

EVEN Tl:'fE NET ISN'T
SAFE ANYMORE.

,
CLASSIC 500, RIVER RIDGE
BRIDGEVIEW SOUTH, BRIDGEVIEW WEST
(APARTMENTS WITH COMPUTERS)

Fall Rates: $198 to $229
Summer Rates: $95 to $150

• Off Street Parking
• Controlled Entry

* Disr,washer
* Microwave
• Tuckunder Parking
• Ind. Locked Bdrms

* Laundry
• Air Conditioning
* Mini Blinds
• Heat-Water Paid
* Free Basic Cable
• On-Site Caretaker

CALL TODAY!!

253-1100
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quarter eve nts. Check us
out t oday. 253•9755.

Coming soon ...
Positions for next year now available:
Online editor
Assistant online editor
HTML ·experience required
For rriore information, contact University Chronicle at 255-4086
· or stop by Stew art Hall Room 13.
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Tuesday, April 16, 1996/Unlvttrslty Chronicle

First Term:
June 10 - July 12, 1996

Second Term:
July 15 - August 16, 1996

UNIVERSITY

A tradition of exc ~llence and opportunit

